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Abstract
Designers of educational interventions are always looking for methods to improve the learning experience of children. More
and more, designers look towards robots and other social agents as viable educational tools. To gain inspiration for the design
of meaningful behaviours for such educational social robots we conducted a contextual analysis. We observed a total of 22
primary school children working in pairs on a collaborative inquiry learning assignment in a real world situation at school.
During content analysis we identified a rich repertoire of social interactions and behaviours, which we aligned along three
types of interaction: (1) Educational, (2) Collaborational, and (3) Relational. From the results of our contextual analysis we
derived four generic high-level recommendations and fourteen concrete design guidelines for when and how a social robot
may have a meaningful contribution to the learning process. Finally, we present four variants of our Computer Aided Learning
system in which we translated our design guidelines into concrete robot behaviours.

Keywords Contextual analysis · Design guidelines · Collaborative inquiry learning · Balance beam · Learning by teaching ·
Interactive explanation · Social robot · Behaviour design

1 Introduction

Social robots are increasingly used as educational tools in
topics such as STEM and language learning [5,52]. In the
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EU-FP7 project EASEL1 we look specifically at learning
interventions that use robots in a collaborative inquiry learn-
ing assignment, described later in more detail. To develop
such interventions, we must design robot behaviour and
human-robot interaction patterns that are appropriate for the
learner and the educational context. Generalised pedagogical
and educational psychology theories inform us about what
we might generally expect by way of interactions that occur
between learners, but do not specify in what way such social
interactions carry across to child-robot learning situations. To
ground the design of actual behaviour and interaction of the
robot we also need real examples of behaviours exhibited by
children in the specific environment and collaborative task in
which the robot should operate. From such examples we can
derive concrete opportunities and guidelines for when and in
what form exactly robots may contribute to a child’s learning.

In this paper we report on a contextual analysis that we
carried out to derive guidelines for the design of social robots
to support primary school children in a collaborative inquiry
learning assignment. This work was guided by the following
research questions:

1 EASEL—Expressive Agents for Symbiotic Education and Learning
(http://easel.specs-lab.com/).
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RQ1Which typical behaviours and social interactions do
we identify in learners working with our assignment and
how do these behaviours align with theory?
RQ2 How do children progress through the various
phases of our learning assignment and do the types of
learning behaviour they exhibit vary with these phases?
RQ3 What are opportunities for social robot interven-
tions in regard to interaction patterns, specific behaviours
and roles, to contribute to the child’s learning in
our assignment?

The paper has the following structure: Sect. 2 presents
our view on social learning through the lens of the lit-
erature. Section 3 describes the approach of our contex-
tual analysis, in which we annotated video recordings of
pairs of children collaborating on a learning assignment
in their school. Section 4 presents the annotation schemes
we used to analyse these video recordings, the results of
which are presented in Sect. 5. Based on these results,
we formulated four generic recommendations and fourteen
concrete design guidelines for robot behaviour, presented
in Sect. 6. Finally, Sect. 7 describes how we applied
these guidelines to build four variants of child-robot learn-
ing scenarios. Here, we also reflect anecdotally on the
social learning behaviour exhibited by children interact-
ing with these variants. Limitations and future work are
discussed in Sect. 8, after which we conclude the paper
in Sect. 9.

2 Background

In this section we briefly discuss the literature and the-
ories from educational psychology and pedagogy related
to the type of learning assignments and social interactions
that occur in our collaborative inquiry learning context.
Insights presented here are partly based on an earlier paper by
Charisi et al. [15].

2.1 In Learning, Students Construct Knowledge

The well-known developmental theory of Piaget [55]
describes learning as a dynamic process comprised of suc-
cessive stages of adaption to reality. According to this
constructivist framework, children are active learners who
construct their knowledge by creating and testing their own
theories and beliefs. During play, children explore the real
world, organise their thoughts, and perform logical opera-
tions [54]. This occurs mainly in relation to concrete objects
rather than abstract ideas [59].

Inquiry learning is one of the tools to support amore struc-
tured exploration of abstract ideas, often by using physical

objects. During inquiry learning tasks learners adopt the sci-
entificmethodof exploration to discover underlying rules and
principles that govern phenomena in the world around them.
Knowledge is assimilated by conducting experiments during
which learners construct hypotheses and argumentations, and
reflect upon applied methods and gathered results [39,40,46,
71]. A typical inquiry cycle consists of five consecutive steps:
(1) Preparation; (2) Hypothesis generation; (3) Experimen-
tation; (4) Observation; and (5) Conclusion. Learners often
require additional support when they encounter difficulties
while working on inquiry tasks [46].

Vygotsky introduced the notion of scaffolding to describe
the supportive structures offered to a learner that lead
to the construction of higher mental processes [74]. The
amount of information and guidance offered to the learner
influences the complexity of the task. Bell et al. [3] and
Banchi et al. [1] describe a continuum of several levels of
inquiry. Learners start with highly-structured “confirmation
inquiry tasks” in which questions, hypotheses, methods, and
results are explicitly provided. They then gradually move
to more “open inquiry tasks” in which they formulate their
own questions, hypotheses, and methods, after which they
construct arguments to explain experiment results [1]. By
offering appropriate scaffolds (e.g. predefined task structures
or explicit instructions) learners are able to progress from
closed to more open forms of inquiry.

2.2 Learning is Inherently Social

In solitary learning situations, scaffolding is traditionally
offered by non-social (technological) tools. For example, by
providing templates or background information about the
topic, or by constraining the learner’s interaction with the
learning environment [46,71,72]. However, in most class-
room situations learners learn together with “someone else”,
which can be beneficial to the learning process.

Social educational “partners” help each other to optimally
develop their abilities and knowledge. According to Vygot-
sky [74] cognitive development occurs and is promoted by an
individual’s interaction with the world and by collaboration
with others. He distinguished between two developmental
levels: the level of actual development and that of potential
development. The actual development is the level that the
learner has already reached and where they can comfortably
solve problems independently. The potential level of devel-
opment is the level that the child should be able to reach, if
he/she interacts with more knowledgeable others. The space
between the actual level of development and the potential
level of development is referred to as the Zone of Proximal
Development (ZPD) [74]. It is through guidance or collabo-
rationwith others that learners bridge the ZPD andmanage to
grow from their actual level of development to their potential
level of development [15,20].
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There are many definitions of collaborative learning. For
instance, Dillenbourg defines collaborative learning as “a sit-
uation in which two or more people learn or attempt to learn
something together” [24, p. 1], focusing on participation of
multiple parties in the learning process. Similarly, Rogoff’s
[60] definition of collaboration describes mutual involve-
ments, engagement, and participation in shared endeavours,
which may or may not serve to promote cognitive develop-
ment. Finally, the process of peer learning has been defined
by Topping as “the acquisition of knowledge and skill
through active helping and supporting among status equals
or matched companions” [68, p. 1].

An important shared characteristic of such descriptions
of collaboration, is the requirement for a certain inter-
activity between learners, which is defined by the extent
to which learning partners influence each other’s cognitive
processes [24].

The role of the learner and their social partner shape how
they collaborate with each other. Firstly, the social partner
can be a “more knowledgeable other”, e.g. a teacher/tutor
or more advanced student [76]. Secondly, the social partner
could be a “similarly or differently knowledgeable other”,
e.g. a fellow student of a similar level working on the same
task [24,68]. Finally, the learner could be working with a
“less knowledgeable other”, e.g. a less advanced student in
need of support of their own. Tutoring other students can
contribute to the learning of the more advanced student as
well [56].

2.3 ECR: A Three-Level Model to Organise Social
Learning Interactions

Related literature and theories on social learning describe
several forms of social interactions that take place between
collaborating learning partners. In this section we summarise
and organise this theoretical background to derive a prag-
matic model that can be used as a lens through which to
look at social learning. We propose the “ECR” model, as
illustrated in Fig. 1, which describes three levels of social
interactions. Firstly, there are Educational interactions (e.g.
asking for help and explaining). This requires “being in sync”
with each other, which is pursued through Collaborational
interactions (e.g. discussing joint goals and strategies, and
performing joint actions). To achieve this, co-learners need
to be “working towards the same thing” and they need to
“know the value of their partner”, which can be calibrated
through Relational interactions (e.g. bonding, shared experi-
ences/emotions, team role assignments).

2.3.1 Social Learning Requires Educational Interactions

In collaborative inquiry learning, students working together
provide each other with scaffolding. They do this by sharing

Fig. 1 The ECR model illustrates the three levels of social interaction
that occur during collaborative inquiry learning: Educational interac-
tions, Collaborational interactions, and Relational interactions

and explaining their knowledge, ideas, and techniques [74].
This indicates that a less knowledgeable learner can benefit
from support offered by a more- or differently knowledge-
able other. This is done through what we call educational
interactions. Through such interactions learners help each
other to develop skills on both a cognitive level, related to
learning content (how to understand a problem), and on the
metacognitive level, related to the learning process (how to
approach a problem).

Scaffolds and explanations offered by child A to child B
not only help child B, but also contribute to the learning of
child A. Offering explanations to a partner triggers certain
cognitive processes in the learner. These cognitive processes
are considered helpful for learners to gain a deeper con-
ceptual understanding of the subject matter [56]. In inquiry
learning situations, this process of explanation often occurs
when making predictions or drawing conclusions.

Literature typically describes two forms of explanation:
(1) self-explanation, which refers to explanation of the sub-
ject of interest to oneself [17]; and (2) interactive explanation,
which refers to explanation to another person [56]. In the lat-
ter case, the presence of a social partner facilitates children’s
verbalisation of their thinking (e.g. by asking probing ques-
tions). However, depending on the type of the social partner,
children may exhibit different behaviours.

Tutors and teachers are typically more knowledgeable
than the learner and have amore holistic view of the learner’s
progress. Therefore, they can offer additional explanations
and scaffolding in the various stages of the inquiry learning
process. Furthermore, tutors can help learners to appraise
their own performance and efficacy. Finally, tutors can use
their knowledge about the skill level and personality of chil-
dren to tailor the explanations and scaffolding.
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2.3.2 Social Learning Requires Collaborational Interactions

When working on a joint activity, such as a learning task,
collaborators rely on an intricate coordination and commu-
nication process to reach a level of alignment [18,41]. Klein
and Feltovich [41] describe such joint activities in terms of
criteria, requirements, and choreography. As criteria for joint
activities they state that there should be an intention to work
together, and the work must be interdependent. Regarding
requirements for joint activities; there should be a degree of
interpredictability between partners, there must exist a suffi-
cient degree of common ground, and each partners’ actions
must be directable by the other. Throughout the interaction,
as they progress through the phases of the activity, partners
use signalling to facilitate the choreography of collaborating
on joint activities.

Such principles of joint activities apply similarly to the
context of collaborative learning. In this context collabora-
tion implies that both co-learners are more or less on the
same status level, can perform the same actions, and often
have a common objective [24]. Furthermore, offering mean-
ingful scaffolding to one another requires that learners align
their goals, ideas, plans, and reasoning in an explicit and
understandable way [45,67]. Establishing and maintaining
this alignment takes place through certain types of interac-
tions: we call these collaborational interactions.

Learners may seek alignment regarding the overall task
objective, the strategy for attaining this objective, and the
actions necessary for executing this strategy.

In inquiry learning, the task objective is often imposed by
the learning task. Co-learners can align their interpretation of
the task objective by agreeing upon the meaning of the task
and by discussing possible completion criteria. The phases
of the inquiry cycle outline the strategy that learners may
take to reach the overall objective. Learners can establish
alignment regarding their strategy by discussing the inquiry
phases and may maintain this alignment by signalling their
progression through the phases. Each phase of the inquiry
cycle requires a specific sequence of actions. Learners should
discuss such actions and agree upon a division of labour to
prevent disrupting each other.

2.3.3 Social Learning Requires Relational Interactions

Effective collaborative inquiry learning requires a healthy
working relationship. Firstly, for partners to accurately judge
each other’s interests, abilities, skills, and knowledge, they
need to interact and understand one another on a personal
level. Secondly, in order to agree upon shared objectives,
strategies, and actions, partners need to be “allies in learn-
ing”; meaning that they maintain mutually benevolent atti-
tudes towards each other.

Through their past experiences and interactions, partners
shape and maintain common ground [41]. Doing so, they are
able to more accurately envision their partner’s strengths and
weaknesses. This enables them to create a fair and appropri-
ate role and task division.

While working on a task, it is important for partners to
remain mutually invested in the learning process. The impor-
tance of positive feelings during the learning process has been
stressed before [43]. They promote the individual’s openness
to new experiences and resilience against possible nega-
tive situations [26]. Furthermore, dynamic behaviours might
involve reciprocal influences between emotion and cognition
[25]. For instance, emotions affect theways inwhich individ-
uals perceive reality, pay attention, and remember previous
experiences, as well as the skills that are required for an indi-
vidual to make decisions. Shared success and failures are
ideal moments in the learning process where partners may
offer each other encouragement and motivation.

2.4 RelatedWork fromHRI

We envision that a social robot is able to navigate the social
space of all three of the ECR levels by taking on a variety of
roles in the collaborative learning process.As a starting point,
we look at examples from related work, which help us to
highlight and illustrate possible contributions of such a robot.

Robots in educational settings are often presented to the
learner as a “peer” or “tutor” [53,64,78]. Within these roles
the robot may have a different impact on the child’s learning
and may use a different repertoire of behaviours and tech-
niques to offer scaffolding.

Robots presented as facilitator, teaching assistant, or
tutor, often take on a role of “more knowledgeable other”
to guide one or more learners in the learning task (e.g.
[13,14,36,48,62,77]). Operating in this role, a robotmay con-
tribute to the learning process through traditional tutoring
methods; such as direct instruction, praise, encouragement,
or explicit feedback [76]. For example, Kanda et al. [36]
used a social robot as a facilitator to offer direct instruc-
tion and explanations to children working on a collaborative
task. Their results suggest that the social nature of the robot
contributed to increased motivation in early phases of the
learning task. Similarly, Chandra et al. [13] found that a
robot who acted as facilitator to two collaborating chil-
dren, improved their feelings of responsibility. Additionally,
Saerbeck et al. [62] have shown that a robotic tutor with
social supportive behaviours can have a positive effect on
the performance of the learner. However, in certain tutoring
situations prone to distractions, too much socially appropriate
behaviours seem to have a detrimental effect to learning [37].

Alternatively, robots can be presented to the child as
co-learners or peers. As such, the robot may portray a “dif-
ferently (or equally) knowledgeable other” and may seek
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collaboration with the child within the learning task. In
this role the robot may offer proactive anticipatory help-
ing behaviours to improve the fluency of their collaboration
[2,28]. Such peer-like robots often engage with children over
multiple interaction sessions, seeking to build a social rela-
tionship [34,65].Acommonapproach for promoting learning
with a peer-like robot is during playful game-like interac-
tions. For example, the robot might play either an “ally” or
an “opponent” of the child, challenging them to achieve a
higher performance (e.g. [4,12,31]). To sustain such inter-
actions over extended periods of time, the robot and child
can engage in a diverse variety of such activities [19]. Other
approaches focus on interactive storytelling with a social
robot [44]. For example, Gordon et al. [27] used such a robot
to improve children’s second language skills.

Finally, robots portraying a “less knowledgeable other”
tend to evoke caregiving behaviour in the child. Children are
naturally inclined to help a “robot in need” when it displays
distressed behaviour. However, the extent of helping depends
on how the child was introduced to the robot [6,7]. Tanaka et
al. [66] use such a care-receiving robot to promote vocabu-
lary learning. In such cases, the child themselves may act as a
tutor, correcting the robot’smistakes (e.g. [29,47]) or explain-
ing concepts to the robot (e.g. [23]). Through this learning
by teaching paradigm, the child gains a deeper understanding
of the learning content [16,61].

In conclusion, here are some of the various (social) roles
the robot could have: explaining to the learner, be explained to
by the learner, encouraging the learner, praising the learner
in various ways, giving good or bad examples as a fellow
learner, and many more. The effectiveness of these actions
depends to a certain extent on the relation between the learner
and the other, and how the other behaves and presents itself
to the learner. To gain further inspiration regarding the design
of concrete robot roles and behaviours we conducted a con-
textual analysis.

3 Contextual Analysis

The type of robot that we investigated would have to nav-
igate the social interactions with learners in the context of
an inquiry learning assignment. From theory and related
work we found that the robot may navigate several roles,
as outlined in the previous section: more-, differently-, and
less knowledgeable other. Within such roles, we expect three
different types of interactions to take place: educational, col-
laborational, and relational. As input to our design guidelines
we carried out a contextual analysis to determine concrete
opportunities for when and how robots may contribute to a
child’s learning process.

3.1 Method

The field of Human-Computer Interaction often empha-
sises the importance of considering the context in which
interactive products are to be used (e.g. [8,9,38,49]). Over
the years different terms have been used for contextual
analysis, such as “Context-of-use analysis”, “Usability Con-
text Analysis”, or “Contextual Design”. Assessing and
accounting for contextual factors is considered as an inte-
gral part of a user-centred design process aimed at opti-
mising usability of products. By mapping the challenges
and opportunities that exist in a certain context, the out-
comes of a contextual analysis will typically have a drastic
influence on the design of an interactive product. There-
fore, such a contextual analysis should take place at an
early stage—before having a fully developed prototype
or product.

The method of contextual analysis aims to take into
account as much as possible, all factors that may influence
the use of a product. Such factors include: characteristics
of the user group; tasks that users aim to carry out with
the product; and the technical, organizational, and physical
environment where the product is to be used. A contextual
analysis typically consists of approaches like stakeholder
analysis, surveys, and focus groups [49], as well as ethno-
graphic strategies like case studies and field studies [50] (or
combinations thereof).

In our contextual analysis we used such ethnographic
methods to investigate the context in which children learn
with our specific inquiry assignment. We conducted a field
study where we recorded pairs of children working with our
assignment. We then used a grounded theory approach to
design an annotation scheme with which we analysed the
observed behaviours [51,63].

3.2 Venue and Participants

Since we are interested in gaining insights in typical
behaviours of children as they occur in practice, we aimed to
maintain a high degree of ecological validity throughout the
study. Therefore, we focused on pairs of children working
on a learning assignment in their own school during regular
school hours, without robot. The 22 Dutch Montessori ele-
mentary school students (50% female), aged 6–9 years old
(the target age range of the EASEL project) participated in
the study. Children in this age range showa variance of cogni-
tive development, verbal, and non-verbal behaviour. As such,
including children across this age range will give us a broad
spectrum of insights on possible behaviours. The school is
located in a residential area near the University of Twente, in
the city of Enschede, The Netherlands.
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Fig. 2 The wooden balance with several differently weighted pots that can be placed over the pins and wooden blocks that can be placed underneath
the balance

3.3 Procedure

Prior to the study, ethical approval was granted by the eth-
ical boards of the Behavioural, Management and Social
sciences (BMS) and the Electrical Engineering, Mathe-
matics and Computer Science (EEMCS) faculties of the
University of Twente. Permission forms were distributed
to the children’s parents through the school’s regular
communication channels.

The experiment started with an explanation to a pair of
children about the assignment. The researcher showed them
the learning materials and demonstrated how they worked.
This introduction took approximately 5min. After the intro-
duction, the children would each receive the assignment
sheets with five tasks from the experimenter. The children
were given approximately 30min to complete the assign-
ment. When a pair finished the assignment, the experimenter
would thank them for their participation and say goodbye.
During the experiment, the experimenter was present so that
children could ask for help if they had any questions.

The interactions were recorded by three cameras: two for
recording actions of each of the two children and an overview
camera to record the learning materials.

3.4 Balance Scale Materials

The physical balance scale instrument was originally
designed by Inhelder and Piaget [30]. In our study, children
used such a balance scale (see Fig. 2) to explore the moment
of force. The moment of force (or torque) is a physical con-
cept that describes the rotational force acting upon an object
in relation to a reference point. To explore this concept, our
children did small experiments in which they placed pots of
various weights at various distances from the scale’s central
pivot point.

The two-armed wooden balance had a central pivot point
and three pins at equal increasing distances on each arm.
These pins were numbered 1 to 6 from left to right. Numbers
1 to 3 were given a blue label and numbers 4 to 6 were given

a green label. The children received four pots that could be
placed over the pins: two heavy red pots and two lighter
yellow pots. Two wooden blocks could be placed under the
balance to secure it in a horizontal position.

3.5 Learning Assignment

Children received a total of five numbered tasks as part of
their learning assignment. Task instructions were printed
on paper and consisted of brief textual descriptions
and illustrations.

Task 1, 2, 3, and 4 were similar in nature. In these tasks
the children’s instructions and actions were symmetrical and
synchronous: each child had the same task instructions and
could complete the same actions. Each task was structured
according to the steps of the inquiry learning. In the prepara-
tion step, children were first asked to place a wooden block
underneath each arm to prevent the balance from tilting pre-
maturely. They were then asked to place two pots on the
balance (pot color and position were given explicitly in each
task). In the prediction step, children were asked to predict
what they thought would happen when the wooden blocks
were to be removed. They could select one of three options:
(1) the blue side will go down; (2) the balance will stay in
equilibrium; or (3) the green side will go down. In the experi-
ment step, childrenwere asked to remove thewooden blocks,
allowing the balance to tilt freely. During the observation step
they explicitly stated their observation about the position of
the balance and explained whether this was in agreement
or disagreement with their initial prediction. Finally, in the
conclusion step they would give an explanation for their
observation using their own words (explain why the balance
tipped left, right, or stayed in equilibrium). They gave this
explanation verbally to each other and the experimenter.

Task 5 was structured differently in order to possibly trig-
ger more diverse collaborative behaviours. In this final task
children worked asynchronously and were given asymmet-
rical task instructions: here it was necessary for the children
to take consecutive steps, where each child took different
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actions. First, child A would choose one of the pots and
place it on the blue side of the balance. Then, child B would
choose one of the pots and give it to child A. Subsequently,
they had to answer the following question together: “where
should the pot be placed on the green side to keep the bal-
ance in equilibrium?” Child A would then place the pot
on the green side where they thought it should be placed
to keep the balance in equilibrium. Finally, after remov-
ing the blocks, the children would explain to each other if
their prediction was correct and why the balance was in
this position.

4 Annotation Scheme

To further understand the children’s educational, collabo-
rational, and relational interactions and to understand how
the children progress through the phases of the inquiry
cycle, we manually annotated the video recordings using
the ELAN tool.2

The annotation scheme was divided into five layers. To
determine the label sets for these layers, we first inspected
sample fragments from the recordings to get a sense of
the kind of behaviours that could be found in them. We
used this to choose the possible labels for annotating each
of the three levels from the ECR model. In the fourth
annotation layer we labeled video fragments according
to the occurrence of the inquiry cycle phases. The fifth
layer only had the label Supplementary interactions. This
label was used to indicate fragments containing behaviour
that we identified as important for the learning process,
but did not fit cleanly in the existing label descriptions
in our code book. These Supplementary interactions were
subsequently also ordered along the three levels of the
ECR model.

Using the developed annotation schemes, coder A labeled
100% of the data. To calculate the inter-annotator agreement
score, coder B labeled an overlapping 20%of the data. On the
combined annotations of the educational and collaborational
levels, we computed a Cohen’s Kappa of 0.11. Inspection of
the disagreement data showed that this low score was mostly
caused by one coder assigning a label to a certain video frag-
ment while the other coder did not. Upon discussion of such
fragments, it became clear that themajority of the behaviours
that were missed by one of the coders, did indeed rightfully
belong under the annotated label that the other coder assigned
to it. When we excluded these annotation instances that were
missed by one of the coders, Cohen’s Kappa increased to
0.77. The Cohen’s Kappa for all annotations in the inquiry
process categorywas 0.61.After excluding the fragments that
were missed by one of the coders, Cohen’s Kappa increased

2 https://tla.mpi.nl/tools/tla-tools/elan/.

to 0.91. These inter-annotator agreement scores left us con-
fident that the labels that we gathered from the annotation
procedure weremeaningful enough for further analysis, even
though a number of instances of relevant interactions might
not have been assigned a label.

The results of our annotations will allow us to identify
how children express themselves when navigating various
roles in relation to their learning partner. Such insights will
form the basis for our behaviour design guidelines for a social
robot that will function in similar roles. Additionally, these
annotations will allow us to identify when children express
certain behaviours, which gives us clues to when the robot
might contribute. Finally, we will be able to assess whether
our specific learning task is appropriate for the target user
group, andwhether it lends itself to investigate the full inquiry
learning cycle.

The annotation schemes are described in more detail in
the next five sections.

4.1 Label Set for Educational Interactions

During the course of an assignment, children often engaged
in interactions that were educational by nature. That is, they
engaged in discussion and knowledge construction around
the learning content. On the one hand, we observed very
explicit educational exchanges (for instance, child A ask-
ing child B for an explanation or opinion). On the other
hand, children engaged in implicit educational interactions
(for example, child B integrating an argument in their expla-
nation that was previously made by child A). Additionally,
we observed instances where children would engage in dis-
cussions where they agreed or disagreed with each other’s
answers or actions.

The following labels were used to identify the interactions
on the educational level. These labels were partly based on
work by van Dijk et al. [69], who investigated collaborative
drawing behaviours.

Elicitation/asking questions When children want to extract
knowledge or support from their partner, mostly in the
form of a question. For example, “What do you think
will happen?”.

Explaining When a child gives any form of verbal explana-
tion directed at the partner about the assignment or the
principles of balance. This explanation may be sponta-
neous or elicited. For example, “This pot is at the same
spot as the other, so I think it will stay in equilibrium”.

Thinking aloudThis label includes cases where a child thinks
aloud about the construction of their argumentation, but
this externalisation is not explicitly directed towards to
the partner. Such utterances are often less elaborate than
explanations. For example, “hmm... I think... hmm... the
left side will go down”.
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Agreement or disagreement Instances where a child shows
basic (dis)agreementwith their partner’s reasoning, with-
out explicitly showing comprehension. This includes, for
example, verbal utterances (“yes, I think so too” or “no,
that’s not right”) and nonverbal gestures (nodding or
shaking their head).

Integrating This label goes beyond basic agreement, when a
child uses the content of a partners’ explanation in their
own line of argumentation. For example, child A says:
“I think the balance tipped left because the pot on the
blue side is placed more towards the end” and child B
responds: “Because it is more towards the end of the bal-
ance the left side is heavier”. In this case, the explanation
of child A is labeled as Explaining and the response of
child B as Integrating.

Elaborate critique When a child criticises or corrects the
content of the explanation of the partner, going beyond
basic disagreement. For example, child A explains “The
yellow pot is heavier”, and child B responds “No,
it’s lighter!” the response of child B is annotated as
Elaborate critique.

4.2 Label Set for Collaborational Interactions

While working on their assignment, children had to collabo-
rate in order to share the physical learning materials. Doing
so effectively required them to align their interpretations of
task objectives, communicate their approach, and agree upon
actions. The following labels were used to identify the inter-
actions on the collaborational level.

Reading aloud When a child reads a task or instruction out
loud. Since it is often difficult to distinguish between
reading out loud for oneself and reading for the partner,
this label includes both cases.

Coordination When a child makes explicit suggestions or
explanations about how to proceed with the task, or
explicitly mentions their progress within the task. For
example, “it’s your turn to place a pot” or “I’m finished
with this one”.

4.3 Label Set for Relational Interactions

In order to collaborate effectively, partners needed to main-
tain mutually benevolent attitudes with respect to each other.
Such attitudeswere shaped andmaintained through relational
interactions, which took the form of shared experiences,
emotions, and frustrations.We did not have a grounded anno-
tation scheme for interactions that took place on the relational
interaction level. Instead, we labeled salient episodes in this
domain as part of the ‘Supplementary interactions’ category.

4.4 Label Set for Inquiry Processes

A typical inquiry learning cycle is composed of five pro-
cesses: (1) preparation; (2) hypothesis generation; (3) exper-
imentation; (4) observation; and (5) conclusion. To analyse
how children progressed through these phases, we identified
behaviours that represent these processes using the following
labels:

Preparation When children prepare the physical learning
materials in accordance to the task, e.g. adding pots on
the balance and placing the wooden blocks.

Hypothesis generation In this phase, children state their
hypothesis, e.g. by verbalising out loud to each other,
or by selecting a hypothesis on their assignment sheet.

Experimentation Performing the actual experiment, i.e.
removing thewooden blocks so that the balance tips over.

Observation In this phase children state their observations
about the experiment, by verbalising or pointing (e.g.
“That side went down!”), or by documenting the obser-
vation on their assignment sheet.

Conclusion When children draw conclusions about the
current task, by explaining to each other. This phase
only occurred verbally, e.g. by explaining whether their
hypothesis was correct and why.

4.5 Supplementary Interactions

We observed many salient behaviours and interactions that
appeared to be relevant to the above label sets, but did not
fit cleanly into any of the available labels. These spanned
a wide range of actions. For example, at one point a child
grabbed and took materials from another child; this action
happened only in one session, butwas considered very salient
for collaborational interaction. Therefore, to fully capture
the richness of the social interactions we labeled such addi-
tional observed behaviours as Supplementary interactions.
Behaviours with this label were then ordered along the three
levels of the ECR model and are reported and discussed as
such in the respective sections below.

5 Results of the Contextual Analysis

This section reports the content of the annotations. All the
11 pairs of children completed tasks 1, 2, 3, and 4, each
of which followed a similar structure. However, in 36% of
the tasks they needed some assistance from the researcher.
In most cases, this simply meant the researcher reading the
task out loud or rephrasing the task instructions in differ-
ent words. In cases where that did not help, the researcher
would ask thought-provoking open questions without reveal-
ing the answer.
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Table 1 Frequency of educational interaction labels

Educational label Frequency Percentage

Elicitation/asking questions 116 25.3

Explaining 164 35.8

Thinking aloud 53 11.6

(Dis)agreement 97 21.2

Integrating 6 1.3

Elaborate critique 22 4.8

Total 458 100

Task 5 took on a different structure, which likely increased
its complexity. During this final task, children required more
support from the researcher; only 3 out of 11 pairs of children
were able to complete the last task without any help or guid-
ance. The children expressed confusion about the structure
of this task, which was composed of different steps than the
previous tasks. In particular, they often did not understand the
different responsibilities that they needed to fulfill in order
to complete the task. Still, during this task we did observe
interactions related to learning.

5.1 Educational Interactions

In identifying the educational interactions between children,
a total of 458 annotations were performed. Frequencies
for individual labels on the educational level are shown in
Table 1.

The most prevalent labels were Elicitation, Explaining,
and (Dis)agreement, which indicates that children were
intentionally helping each other by explicitly sharing knowl-
edge. Their helping behaviours focused primarily on topics
related to the process (e.g. “I don’t understand what we have
to do”) and the learning content (e.g. “I don’t understandwhat
happened”). Additionally, learners unintentionally helped
their partner during behaviours labeled as Thinking aloud,
by implicitly sharing knowledge about the task or con-
tent. Finally, we sporadically found instances where children
explicitly integrated or critiqued their partner’s explanation
or reasoning process, illustrating a deeper level of discussion
and debate.

In addition to the annotations labeled according to our
annotation scheme, we performed an explorative analysis of
the annotations that were labeled as Supplementary inter-
actions. Firstly, in these annotations we observed many
instances of pointing and gesturing behaviour. This was often
used as a nonverbal clarification or explanation (e.g. pointing
at a pot or location on the balance, or gesturing the posi-
tion of the balance, or pointing at other’s assignment sheet
to indicate the correct answer). Secondly, we found several
implicit and explicit indications that children were compar-

Table 2 Frequency of collaborational interaction labels

Collaborational label Frequency Percentage

Reading aloud 23 30.3

Coordination 53 69.7

Total 76 100

ing and aligning their own answers to those of their partner.
For instance, they would look at and sometimes copy the
answer of their partner, they would discuss explicitly (e.g.
“What are you going to fill in?”), or they would announce
when they had a breakthrough of their own (e.g. “I know the
answer!”). Thirdly, although most children accepted lessons
learnt through observations of the embodied learning mate-
rials (e.g. “I have now of course seen it... so I have to
believe it”), we occasionally saw instances of confirmation
bias. For instance, some children would alter reality to fit
their prediction (e.g. perhaps jokingly, they would say “See,
I was correct, I said it would stay balanced”, while artifi-
cially holding the balance in equilibrium with one hand).
Others would adapt their original (incorrect) hypothesis to
match their observations on the fly (e.g. “But I did think this
would happen beforehand” or “You know, actually I knew
this was going to happen”). Nevertheless, in some instances
this prompted children to discuss an alternative hypothesis
or propose an alternative experiment (e.g. “What would hap-
pen if we would place this pot here and the other here?”).
Finally, some children showed curiosity about the balance
unrelated to the assignment, which provoked them to inves-
tigate beyond the scope of the subject matter (e.g. they would
try to figure out what was inside the weighted pots or they
would place unrelated items on the balance).

From these additional observations we found that children
discussed their observations and updated their knowledge
while progressing through tasks. We also found that gestures
and gaze behaviours played an important supplementary
role in the collaborative inquiry learning interactions: chil-
dren seemed to naturally take advantage of the physical
nature of the embodied learning materials when explaining
to their partner.

5.2 Collaborational Interactions

In identifying collaborational interactions between children,
a total of 76 annotations were performed. Frequencies for
individual collaborational labels are shown inTable 2. In gen-
eral, we found behaviours corresponding to all of the criteria,
requirements, and choreography of joint activities discussed
in Sect. 2.3.2.

Behaviours that fell under the label Reading aloud
included children reading (parts of) the assignment out loud.
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Often, this role was taken on by the child who was most
proficient in reading. However, when both children had diffi-
culties reading the task instructions, the experimenter would
read the assignment out loud. By reading instructions out
loud, the children seemed to ensure that both team members
were in agreement on the task objectives. Additionally, this
naturally provided whoever was listening, the opportunity to
ask clarifying questions, or suggest a plan of action.

Among behaviours labeled as Coordination, we mostly
found interactions that were related to the planning and exe-
cution of individual actions. For instance, children would
take turns manipulating the learningmaterials (e.g. “Now it’s
your turn to place the pots”), or they would share responsibil-
ity (e.g. “I’ll place this pot, you do that one”). Furthermore,
they would occasionally plan ahead based on the structure of
the task (e.g. “Hang on, before we can remove the blocks
we first have to give our answer”). Finally, we identified
instances where children explicitly mentioned their progress
in the assignment (e.g. “There, that was task 2 done, let’s
move on to the next!”).

From the explorative analysis of the behaviours in the
supplementary interactions category, we identified several
additional situations that were relevant on the collaborational
level. Firstly, in addition to the explicit verbal interac-
tions coded under the Coordination label, we found several
instances of successful implicit coordination. While chil-
dren worked together on the physical learningmaterials, they
would often maintain a shared focus of attention through
mutual gaze and by observing each other’s actions. Addition-
ally, we noticed that children would often use behaviours,
body language, pointing gestures, or gaze to signal their
intentions to their partner. For example, children would seek
for approval or permission while doing actions (e.g. very
slowly/hesitantly starting an action, while searching for eye
contact, giving their partner opportunity to intervene), or
they would assist their partner’s actions (e.g. holding the
balance steady while the partner removes or places pots).
Secondly, we observed instances where misalignment of
actions or goals occurred. Children could often explicitly
signal such a situation to their partner verbally (e.g. by stat-
ing “This pot is in the way” or “I think we did it wrong”)
or nonverbally (e.g. obstructing or overruling their partner’s
actions, for instance by forcefully taking or removing a pot).
In such cases, partners would seek re-alignment through
more explicit coordination. They would, for instance, seek
agreement with their partner before performing actions (e.g.
“Can I do this now?” or “Are you choosing that pot..? Ok
good!”) or they would explicitly time and synchronise their
actions (e.g. “Now? Yes? ... Yes now!” or “3..2..1..Now!”).
Finally, there were instances where misalignment of task
progress occurred. For example, children would often check
their partner’s progress in the task by looking at and com-
paring each other’s assignment sheets. If they noticed that

their partner was falling behind, children would often use
either of the following two strategies: (1) they would either
dawdle patiently while waiting for their partner to catch up,
not directly contributing to their partner’s progress (although
some children asked the experimenter “Do we need to wait
for each other?”). Or they would (2) directly interfere with
their partner’s progress by prompting the answer (e.g. “Fill
this one in [pointing at answer sheet]”), or by taking on amore
dominant role where they would give their partner explicit
tasks or would explicitly direct the actions of their partner
(e.g. “Now you do this” or “You have to do that”).

5.3 Relational Interactions

Since we did not have a grounded annotation scheme for
behaviours that constitute relational interactions, we looked
at the interactions that fell under the supplementary interac-
tions category. In doing this, we identified several situations
that appeared relevant on the relational level. Firstly, in addi-
tion to mutual eye contact and shared focus of attention,
children would often share mutual emotions while progress-
ing through the tasks. For example, they would smile and
laugh together when something (unexpected) happened, they
would celebrate or cheer together when they had made a cor-
rect prediction (e.g. “Yaaay!”), or theywould explicitly share
their confusion or frustration when their predictions were
proven wrong (e.g. “...HUH...??!!”). In addition, some part-
ners would occasionally mimic actions of the other for comic
effect, often resulting in shared laughter (e.g. task related
actions such as placing pots in mirroring locations, or non-
task related actions such as stacking papers). Secondly, on the
one hand we observed examples of friendly courtesy towards
each other (e.g. “[handing over a pot] if you want, you can
place this one” or “you may remove the blocks if you like”).
On the other hand, we saw signs of frustration about their
partner’s actions, often expressed as deep sighs or rolling
their eyes. Finally,weobserved caseswhere partners engaged
in mutual “mischief” outside of the scope of the task, where
they would reinforce each other’s mischievous behaviours.

The behaviours that we identified on the relational level
suggest that children worked towards establishing and main-
taining a positive relationship. Mutual shared experiences
(both positive and negative) contribute to a stronger social
bond, which in turn can strengthen the feeling of being
“allies in learning”. Although we did observe instances of
frustration, overall the children acted mutually benevolent
towards each other. Additionally, we anecdotally identified
behaviours that could be associated with building rapport.
For example, children mirrored or mimicked each other’s
behaviours, gestures, and facial expressions, suggesting a
level of interpersonal synchrony.
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Table 3 Frequency of inquiry process labels

Inquiry process Frequency Percentage

Preparation 316 37.4

Hypothesis generation 94 11.1

Experimentation 196 23.2

Observation 150 17.7

Conclusion 90 10.6

Total 846 100

5.4 Inquiry Processes

In identifying the inquiry processes children engaged in, a
total of 846 annotations were performed. Frequencies for
individual labels are shown in Table 3.

These results verify that children go through all phases
of the inquiry learning process when working with the bal-
ance task. However, we found an imbalance between the
frequency of observations in the various phases: children
more frequently engaged in preparation, experimentation,
and observation behaviours. In fact, within a single task, chil-
dren would often complete multiple quick, successive cycles
of preparing and experimenting, skipping the hypothesis gen-
eration and conclusion phases. Preparation, experimentation,
and observation phases were composed primarily of actions
and verbalisations related to the practical or physical nature
of the task (e.g. placing/removing pots and blocks, or remark-
ing on the tilt of the balance). On the contrary, behaviours that
were associated with the hypothesis generation and conclu-
sion phases were more cognitive and reflective in nature and
focus on constructing and organising knowledge (e.g. dis-
cussing or explaining about how to interpret the experiment
outcome, or combining prior knowledge and new knowledge
to construct an updated hypothesis).

5.5 Conclusion of the Contextual Analysis

In our analysis we have identified a rich collection of
behaviours aligned with our ECRmodel that children exhibit
in practice, in the context of our specific learning assign-
ment. Furthermore, we found that children went through
all phases of inquiry and displayed learning behaviours
appropriate to each phase. These results show firstly, that
our inquiry learning assignment is suitable for conducting
research on collaborative interactions. Secondly, they show
that our assignment is usable for the children in our target
user group.

Based on these findings from the contextual analysis we
would like to identify specific opportunities for when and
howa social robotmaymake ameaningful contribution to the
learning process. In the following sectionwepresent concrete

design guidelines that focus on specifying potential roles and
behaviours for the robot, as well as opportunities in the learn-
ing cycle where such a robot may potentially intervene.

6 Design Guidelines for Educational Robots

In this sectionwe present four general Recommendations and
fourteen concrete Design Guidelines (DG 1-14) for develop-
ing social robot behaviours, derived from our findings in the
literature and our contextual analysis, and we offer concrete
examples of possible robot behaviours and phrases that illus-
trate how each design guideline may materialise in practice.

Recommendation 1—Designing Educational
Behaviours: The Robot Should Offer Adequate
Content Support and Process Support

Learners who construct knowledge [55] through the process
of inquiry learning [40] require a certain degree of scaffolding
to achieve their next level of cognitive development [74]. In
the observations fromour contextual analysiswe foundmany
instances where children scaffolded each other’s learning
process. In some instances, we see behaviours that don’t con-
tribute much to learning, such as directly prompting answers
or even blatantly copying answers. However, in most cases
scaffolding takes place through explanations from one child
to the other.

DG 1: The Robot Could Use the Physical Learning Materials to
Supplement Its Scaffolding

From our observations of children interacting we found that,
when explaining, they naturally used the physical learning
materials as tools or props to supplement their explanations.
A robot could take advantage of similar techniques when
scaffolding the child’s learning.

Both the robot and the learning materials are physically
embodied in the environment of the child, which can be
quite naturally leveraged to create more coherent scaffolding
behaviour. By referring to objects or aspects of the learning
materials, the robot can further supplement its explanations
or increase the legibility of its instructions. Such supplemen-
tary didactic behaviours may take several forms depending
on the robot’s embodiment and physical capabilities.

For example, the robot may use nonverbal behaviours like
gazing, gesturing, or pointing to reference locations, objects,
or components of the learning materials. Such behaviours
can be used while the robot is explaining or reading out loud,
or when objects are referenced by the child or assignment.
Furthermore, robots with fine motor skills may physically
manipulate learning materials, to offer an illustration (e.g.
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the robot may pick up a red pot and a yellow pot and say
“this one seems heavier, what do you think?”).

DG 2: A Robot Should Explicitly Take on a Certain Role

Based on our observations we found that an individual child
might be more knowledgeable in one aspect of the task while
they are less knowledgeable in another. Furthermore, we
saw that children naturally and effortlessly switched between
such roles as they progressed through the learning tasks
together. In the current analysis we have not investigated
in detail how children establish and regulate their respec-
tive roles of more knowledgeable and less knowledgeable
team member—a process which seems to occur implicitly.
However, we do see opportunities for a robot to support the
learning process by explicitly navigating a certain role.

For a robot to effectively help children learn, the child
must know how they can benefit from the robot’s presence.
In other words, the types and forms of support (e.g. actions,
information, knowledge) that the robot will be able to offer
them will depend on the role that the robot takes. Since we
are unsure how the robot may navigate between roles implic-
itly, we suggest that the robot should have explicit means of
presenting itself in a certain role, in order for children tomore
easily appraise the support that they may potentially receive
from the robot.

For example, a robot could explicitly introduce itself in a
certain way or the designer could provide the robot with a
certain background story.On the one hand, a robot navigating
the role of a less- or differently knowledgeable other, could
for instance, introduce itself: e.g. “Hi, my name is [..]. I’m
interested in learning about topic X, would you like to inves-
tigate it together?” or could be introduced by the designer
with a background story: e.g. “This is [..], an exchange stu-
dent from the robot school. Like you, it is studying topic X,
maybe you can study together.” On the other hand, a robot
navigating the role of a more knowledgeable other, could for
instance, introduce itself: e.g. “I have already learned some-
thing similar to this topic, maybe I can help you with it.”
or the designer could describe the background story of the
robot: e.g. “The robot has practiced this task a lot of times
before, so you can ask it for instructions.” The choice for
which role fits best for the robot will likely depend upon how
the designer wishes to present and introduce the robot to the
child, as well as the looks of the robot, the type of task, the
learning context, and the research interests.

DG 3: A Robot Operating in the Role of Differently Knowl-
edgeable or Less Knowledgeable Other Could Leverage the
Interactive Explanation Paradigm

In our observations we often saw educational interactions
by the more knowledgeable child being triggered by some-

thing that the less knowledgeable child said or did (e.g.
making mistakes, looking confused, or asking). The more
knowledgeable child would then use their expertise to pro-
vide support to the other child (e.g. correcting, explaining,
or thinking/reading aloud) .

In such situations a peer-like robot can offer social facili-
tation (i.e. audience effect) through which it can leverage the
interactive-explanationor the learning-by-teachingparadigm
[56] by prompting task-related questions to provoke a (ver-
bal) response. This may trigger the child to (re)organise
specific elements of their knowledge to offer a coherent
explanation.

For example, in some cases, the robot may ask questions
that require the child to reflect on the process of the learning
assignment (e.g. “What did we do in the last step?” or “What
does the task say about the next step?” or “What was our
initial hypothesis, was it correct or not?” or more generically,
“What happened to the balance?”). In other cases, the robot
may prompt for specific knowledge that children should have
previously acquired, or highlight information that they need
to answer the current task (e.g. “Can you remember which
of the pots was heaviest?” or “Why is that pot further away
from the centre than the other pot?” or “In the last exercise
the balance tipped to the left, so why does it stay balanced
now?” or “What do you think would happen if wemoved one
of the pots closer to the pivot?” ormore generically, “Can you
explain why the balance behaves like this?”).

DG 4: A Robot Operating in the Role of a More Knowledgeable
Other Could Offer Tutoring to the Learner

Our observations revealed many instances where children
needed process and content support to understand the learn-
ing assignment. In many cases such support was offered by
themore knowledgeable child. The experimenterwould offer
additional tutoring when both children were unable to con-
tinue with the task.

In such cases, a tutor robot may offer the child directions,
advice, and explanations regarding the learning content and
learning process. It may help them in specific areas where
they are struggling or where they require additional infor-
mation. Depending on the robot’s reasoning capabilities it
could either attempt to automatically recognise when a child
requires tutoring or could respond to a child’s explicit request
for help. In some cases it would be sufficient for the robot
to read the instructions out loud and in other cases the robot
may need to employ more advanced forms of tutoring.

For example, regarding the inquiry learning process, the
robot may offer additional background information about
the steps of inquiry (e.g. “In the hypothesis step we must
think about what we expect will happen” or “When giving a
conclusion, try to think about whether your hypothesis was
correct or not” or simply reading the assignment out loud).
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Regarding learning content the robot may offer, for example,
analogies that the child might be familiar with (e.g. “This
balance is like a seesaw on the playground. What happens if
a mouse and an elephant sit on either side of a seesaw?”), or
it might refer to prior knowledge (e.g. “Remember, we saw
last time that the red pot is heavier than yellow”), or might
explain underlying conceptual principles (e.g. “When a pot is
further away from the pivot it puts more force on that side
of the balance”).

Recommendation 2—Designing Collaborational
Behaviours: The Robot and Child Should Engage in
Joint Activities

Effective collaborational interactions require collaborators
to work towards aligning their goals, objectives, strategies,
abilities, and actions [18,41]. According to Klein and Fel-
tovich [41] successful joint activities are achieved (among
other things) through an interplay between the following five
aspects: (a) an intention to collaborate; (b) a level of inter-
dependence between collaborators; (c) common ground; (d)
directability of one’s actions by their partner; and (e) effec-
tive signalling behaviour. In our observations we saw each of
these aspects materialised in one form or another in the chil-
dren’s behaviours and interactions. A social robot aimed at
collaboratingwith a child should be designed to also navigate
these aspects of joint activities. In the next five design guide-
lines we discuss each of Klein and Feltovich’s requirements
and translate them into more specific robot behaviours.

DG 5: To Express an Intention for Collaboration, the Robot
Should Disclose Its Own Goals and Should Discuss Task Objec-
tives, Strategies, and Joint Actions

Klein and Feltovich [41] describe the intention to collaborate
as a mostly implicit and unspoken agreement between all
team members. From our observations, however, we found
examples where children agreed upon goals and strategies,
and examples where children discussed intentions to perform
individual actions. By doing so they explicitly expressed their
intention to collaborate, in addition to any implicit unspoken
agreement that might have preexisted.

Similarly, we suggest that a robot should express such
intentions for collaborating. Since we did not investigate
unspoken intentions, we can only offer suggestions for
explicit robot behaviours. It is important to note that edu-
cational robots are usually created and programmed to
accomplish a certain objective (e.g. to improve the child’s
learning in some form or another). Such an objective is not
necessarily known to the child. However, to signal to the
child that the robot has a benevolent intention to collabo-
rate, it could disclose a different “personal goal” (e.g. with
an introduction or a background story). While working on

the learning assignment with the child, the robot should con-
tinue to express its intention for collaboration by discussing
task objectives, strategies, and actions. The robot may take
various approaches, depending on the type and content of the
assignment, the learning context, and the role of the robot in
relation to the child.

For example, amore knowledgeable or tutoring robot may
introduce its personal goal to the child as: “teaching subject
X”.During the rest of the interaction, that robot could then act
as a leader, tutor, or expert: reading the instructions out loud
to the child (e.g. “The task says we should do: X..Y..and..Z”),
referring explicitly to the task instructions when they are vio-
lated (e.g. “I think we’re doing X wrong”), and proclaiming
progress when the instructions are followed (e.g. “We fin-
ishedX, nowwe doY tomove on to the next step”). However,
a less knowledgeable or differently knowledgeable robotmay
tell the child that its personal goal is: “wanting to learn about
subject X”. That robot could then act like a peer-learner dur-
ing the remainder of the interaction: asking the child to read
the assignment out loud, asking explicitlywhether the current
step meets all task instructions (e.g. “Did we do everything
that the task says?”), ask explicitly about the next actions (e.g.
“What should we do next?”), and inquire about progression
through tasks (e.g. “How far are we? When can we move on
to the next step?”).

DG 6: To Support a Level of Interdependence, the Robot and
Child Should Facilitate Each Other’s Actions

Interdependent activities, according to Klein and Feltovich
[41], are interwoven actions between collaborators; their
actionsmutually influence and affect each other.Our learning
assignment inherently imposed a certain level of interdepen-
dence. Since both children had to share the same physical
learningmaterials, actions from the one, naturally influenced
the other. In our observations we mostly saw examples of
children working together (e.g. assisting each other with
placing pots). However, we also saw instances of children
working in separation (e.g. each doing “their own task” in
sequence) and even obstructing each other (e.g. taking away
pots that their partner had just placed).

A robot that aims to collaborate with children should
aim to engage in interdependent interactions. Such inter-
dependence in collaborative learning assignments may be
introduced in different ways. Firstly, the designer of the
learning assignment may choose to impose explicit inter-
dependencies between the child’s and the robot’s actions.
Secondly, the robot and child may assist each other’s actions
even if this is not imposed explicitly by the structure of the
learning assignment.

For example, the assignment might require two different
actions to be performed at the same time, or might require a
sequence of actions (e.g. first the robot must complete action
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A, then the child must complete action B, only then can the
robot complete action C, and so on). In such situations the
robot may either take on a dominant role (e.g. “It’s your turn
to do action X”) or a submissive role (e.g. “What should I do
next?”). In other cases, the robot may ask the child for assis-
tance when it is incapable of performing a certain action (e.g.
asking the child for an object that is outside the robot’s reach).
Furthermore, depending on the robot’s physical capabilities
it may also attempt to assist the child’s actions (e.g. hand-
ing over/pushing objects to the child or manipulating other
aspects of the learning materials).

DG 7: The Robot Should Build and Maintain Common Ground
with the Child in the Context of the Learning Assignment

Klein and Feltovich [41] describe common ground between
collaborators as the shared mutual knowledge, beliefs, and
assumptions, which continuously evolve during interactions.
In general, a strong common ground can result in more
efficient communication and collaboration during joint activ-
ities. We speculate that, among other things, our children’s
implicit mutual gaze, attentive gaze, and shared focus of
attention contributed to their common ground. Additionally,
we saw instances where children sought explicit alignment
by discussing task instructions and actions.

A strong common ground in child-robot interactions may
contribute to an increased legibility and predictability of the
robot, enabling the child to more accurately anticipate and
infer the robot’s future actions. In turn, this increased pre-
dictabilitymay enable the child to align their own actions and
react to the robot accordingly. Children from the same class
might have a level of established common ground, allowing
more implicit forms of alignment. However, we expect that
not to be the case during initial child-robot interactions: the
child may not be aware of the robot’s knowledge, beliefs, and
assumptions. Therefore, the robot should use explicit verbal
statements and questions so that the child can build com-
monground, in addition to implicitly contributing to common
ground through gaze behaviours.

For example, the robot should firstly seek explicit align-
ment on various aspects of the learning assignment: a) align-
ment on the learning objectives (e.g. “I think the idea of the
assignment is to investigate topic A” or “What do you think
topic A is about?’); b) the steps to take towards achieving
these learning objectives (e.g. “To investigate topic A we
need to do complete tasks X, Y, and Z” or “What informa-
tion from taskX dowe need to use in task Y?”); c) the actions
that are required within each step (e.g. “In this step we must
first place ‘object 1’ here and then ‘object 2’ there”); and
d) the references to physical objects and locations (e.g. “Is
this the ‘object’ that we have to use in this task?” or “There
is the ‘location’ where we have to put the object”). Secondly,
depending on the available sensors and actuators, the robot

may attempt to emulate the gaze behaviours that we observed
with our children: a) emulate paying attention by reactively
gazing towards the child’s actions; b) emulatemutual gaze by
reactively gazing towards the child when they gaze towards
the robot; and c) emulate shared focus of attention by gazing
towards where the child gazes or points.

DG 8: The Robot’s Actions Should be Directable by the Child
and Should be Communicated as Such

According to Klein and Feltovich [41] directability of each
partner’s actions plays a key role in successful interdepen-
dent activities. Through mutual directability of their actions,
collaborators signal to each other that their behaviours affect
one another in a meaningful way. In our observations of chil-
dren, we saw instances where children wouldmutually direct
their actions, or where one child would overrule the actions
of the other.

We imagine it can be challenging to design robot
behaviours in such away that they are truely directable by the
child throughout an entire interaction. To exhibit some level
of directability we suggest that designers focus on imple-
menting directable actions that are isolated to specific aspects
or moments of an interaction.

For example, asking the child for help (e.g. “Can you
tell/show me how to do this?” or “What do I have to do
next?”), explicitly asking for directions (e.g. “Which object
would you like me to use?” or “Where would you like me to
place this object?”), inviting the child to correct the robot’s
actions (e.g. “Am I doing this right?” or “Which answer
should I pick?”), or synchronising timing of actions (e.g.
“Shall I do this now?” or “Let’s count down together!”). In
addition to such explicit actions the robot could use implicit
social cues to signal that its behaviours are directable. For
instance by displaying hesitation or waiting for mutual eye
contact before executing an action, or by allowing the child
to interrupt the robot’s speech and behaviours.

DG9: TheRobot ShouldUseAppropriate Signalling Behaviours
for the Coordination of Joint Activities

Finally, Klein and Feltovich [41] state that to effectively plan
and execute joint actions collaborators must clearly signal
their own intentions, goals, and actions. In addition theymust
signal their recognition and interpretation of their partner’s
intentions, goals, and actions. Clear and legible signalling is
particularly important in situations where common ground
is weak (e.g. during first familiarisation), where something
in the joint task has gone wrong (e.g. misunderstood task
instructions), or when partners’ goals or actions have become
misaligned (e.g. working on different sub-tasks).

When using digital learning environments or sensorised
physical learning materials, the system is capable of reliably
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recognising the user’s actions, enabling the robot to detect
and respond to deviations from task instructions. However,
reliable automatic detection, recognition, and interpretation
of an interaction partner’s underlying intentions and goals
is quite challenging, which makes it all the more impor-
tant for the robot to use appropriate signalling behaviours
towards the child. The robot’s signalling behaviour can be
composed of explicit verbal statements and implicit non-
verbal behaviours.

For example, in some cases, explicit verbal statements can
be aimed at communicating the robot’s goals and actions (e.g.
“I am working on ‘goal A’ now” or “I think we should first
focus on achieving ‘goal A’, then move onto ‘goal B’ after-
wards” or “I’m going to do ‘X’ now” or “I’d like to do ‘X’,
can you help me by doing ‘Y’?”). In other cases, the robot
may explicitly ask the child to clarify their goals and actions
(e.g. “Are you working towards ‘goal B’?” or “Are you going
to do ‘Y’ next?”). Such explicit verbal statements of intention
can be supported through implicit non-verbal behaviours. For
example, through attentive gaze, mutual gaze, and shared
focus of attention the robot signals to the child that it is “fol-
lowing”, “paying attention to”, and attempting to “recognise”
their actions. Furthermore, through proactive behaviours and
actions (e.g. by proactively handing over objects to the child,
or by reciting information relevant to the task at hand) the
robot signals that it is has interpreted the child’s intentions
and is anticipating their next action accordingly. Addition-
ally, such proactive behaviours may be signals of the robot’s
benevolent intentions.

Recommendation 3—Designing Relational
Behaviours: The Robot ShouldWork Towards
Building andMaintaining a Positive Social
Relationship with the Child

Effective collaborative learning requires a positive social
relationship between learning partners. Partners need to
judge each other’s interests, abilities, skills, and knowledge,
and must trust each other to act benevolently. Learning part-
ners can take advantage of their social relationship to offer
each other positive emotional support when faced with new
experiences or setbacks.

The children who participated in our contextual analysis
were from the same class and had already established inter-
personal social relationships. Although we did not observe
the formation of new social relationships, we did observe
instances where children engaged in meaningful relational
interactions. For example, children had mutual emotional
experiences in response to successes and failures, they dis-
played prosocial behaviours towards each other, and they
engaged in entertaining activities outside of the learning
assignment. Designers of learning interventions using robots
and other social agents, can take inspiration from such obser-

vations. Previous research has shown that children are prone
to build relationships with robots (e.g. [6,33,35,65]). Foster-
ing such positive child-robot relationships can indeed have
beneficial effects for the child (e.g. [4,36,66]). The follow-
ing design guidelines are suggestions on how to implement
relational behaviours on an educational social robot.

DG10: TheRobot CouldDisplay Emotional Responses to Learn-
ing Events

Children often display an emotional response when encoun-
tering learning events such as successes and failures. By
designing the robot to display similar emotional responses
it can attempt to emulate a mutual experience with the child.

For example, a basic version of such a robot may use
prescripted responses to successes and achievements (e.g.
“Yeah! We got it right!” or “Aha! I knew it!” or sim-
ply cheering and/or smiling). More advanced technological
implementations may attempt to analyse the child’s facial
expressions, body poses, gestures, and affective speech to
offer a tailored response, more accurately emulating amutual
emotional experience. If the intervention and the context of
the learning assignment are appropriate, the robot may also
emulate mutual experiences during failures (e.g. “Hrmpf..
Now I have to start all over again!” or “Grrr! I was so sure
my answer would be correct!”). However, such a negative
response may have a detrimental effect on the child’s learn-
ing experience and motivation.

DG 11: The Robot Could Offer Emotional Support

In addition to mutual experiences, there are several opportu-
nities for the robot to offer more explicit emotional support
when children encounter frustrating setbacks that may leave
them demotivated.

For example, firstly, while children work on a task, the
robot may offer friendly motivational support, emphasis-
ing their task-related effort (e.g. “I see you’re really doing
your best!” or “You must have thought really hard on that
answer!”). Secondly, the robot could focus on offering posi-
tive feedbackwhen children experience successes (e.g. “Well
done! Onto the next challenge!”) as well as when they
encounter failures (e.g. “That was a good effort, just a bit
more practice and I’m sure we will make it!” or “I don’t
mind making mistakes, as I always learn something new!”).
Finally, as children advance through various levels, assign-
ments, or difficulties, the robot could offer praise regarding
their progress (e.g. “Great! Thanks to your hard work we got
a new highscore!” or “We really nailed that task, well done!”
or “I see you learned a lot, let’s try an even more difficult
challenge next!”).
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DG 12: The Robot Could Show Prosocial Behaviour

In our contextual analysis we found instances of recipro-
cal, prosocial, benevolent behaviours between co-learners.
In cases where it contributes to the learning experience, a
designer may choose to translate specific instances of such
prosocial behaviours to the robot.

For example, firstly, the robot could exhibit proactive
behaviours that contribute to task progress (e.g. the robot
offers help at appropriate moments, the robot hands over
objects, fills out answers, or reads relevant task instructions).
Secondly, the robot may offer the child the opportunity to
perform the most amusing, comical, or entertaining actions
themselves. What these actions are depends to a large extent
on the task context; for our inquiry learning assignment
children seemed to mostly enjoy manipulating the physical
objects when preparing (e.g. placing pots on the balance)
and initiating the actual experiment (e.g. removing wooden
blocks from under the balance). Finally, on occasion the
robot may directly offer the correct answer when the child
is stuck (e.g. “Pssst..I think the answer should be ‘A’!”),
thus enabling them to continue with the remainder of the
assignment. However, it is likely that directly prompting such
answers doesn’t contribute much to the child’s knowledge.
Therefore, we advise that the robot only uses this particu-
lar relational prosocial behaviour if the answer at hand is
not directly related to the main learning goals of the inter-
vention. Otherwise, if the answer is directly related to the
learning goals, the robot should offer educational scaffold-
ing instead.

DG 13: The Robot Could Engage with the Child in Activities
Beyond Learning

We observed many positive relational interactions (e.g.
mutual smiling and laughing) when children engaged in non-
learning activities (e.g. neatly stackingpapers or participating
in mischief). More generally, past research has shown that
engaging in off-topic activities with a social agent, such as
social dialogues and smalltalk, can contribute to a positive
relationship [10,11].

While we do not necessarily recommend that the robot
promotes mischief, it still might be beneficial to the social
relationship if the child and robot engage in non-learning
activities. In practice, such activities would depend on the
child’s personal interests and the robot’s (conversational)
capabilities.

Examples of activities that children might like to do with
a robot could include drawing and colouring, dancing, sto-
rytelling, or playing games.

Recommendation 4—The Robot Should Stimulate
the Cognitive Processes of Inquiry Learning

In effective inquiry learning, students alternate between
processes that are practical in nature (e.g. the process of
preparing, experimenting, and observing) and cognitive in
nature (e.g. the process of hypothesising and concluding)
[39]. Learning interventions should focus on promoting an
optimal balance between both types of processes. However,
in our observationswe found children’s practical actions to be
disproportionally more prevalent than behaviours associated
with cognitive processes. Designers of learning interventions
may address this by offering scaffolding to trigger such cog-
nitive behaviours.

DG 14: The Robot Could Attempt to Elicit Explanations from
the Child

Cognitive thought processes take place internally in the mind
of the learner and can be difficult to observe externally.
However, we observed that children would verbally express
aspects of their reasoning when explaining their hypotheses
and conclusions to each other, offering us a glimpse into their
thought processes.

To promote more of such cognitive processes the robot
could attempt to elicit explanations from the child. Such
an approach could be similar to the interactive explanation
paradigm [56] outlined above in DG 3.3

For example, the robot could ask the child to further clar-
ify their hypotheses (e.g. “Why do you think that X will
happen?”), explain the state of the learning materials (e.g.
“Can you explain why the balance tilted this way?”), or for-
mulate underlying physics principles in their ownwords (e.g.
“How do you knowwhich pot is heavier?” or “What happens
when pots move closer/further from the pivot?”).

7 Implementing the Guidelines to Facilitate
Social Learning in CRI

To briefly summarise, the main goal of the work presented so
far was to generate guidelines for designing socially appro-
priate educational robot behaviours. In the remainder of this
paper we present our Computer Aided Learning (CAL) sys-
tem that uses a social robot to facilitate the learning process
of individual primary school children.

In the following sections we first briefly introduce the
technical setup of our CAL system. Then, we discuss four
variants of our CAL system that were implemented using

3 DG 3: A robot operating in the role of differently knowledgeable
or less knowledgeable other could leverage the interactive explanation
paradigm.
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Table 4 An overview of the specific design guidelines (DGs) that have
been implemented in each of our four CAL system variants. For each
variant we list the primary design guidelines (denoted with a black
check mark) and supplementary design guidelines (denoted with a grey

check mark) that were followed during the design and implementation
of robot’s behaviour and the learning assignment. Some design guide-
lines currently remain without implementation

Implementation variants

I II III IV

DG 1: The robot could use the physical learning materials to supplement its
scaffolding

✓ ✓ ✓

DG 2: A robot should explicitly take on a certain role ✓ ✓ ✓

DG 3: A robot operating in the role of differently knowledgeable or less
knowledgeable other could leverage the interactive explanation paradigm

✓ ✓

DG 4: A robot operating in the role of a more knowledgeable other could offer
tutoring to the learner

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

DG 5: To express an intention for collaboration, the robot should disclose its own
goals and should discuss task objectives, strategies, and joint actions

DG 6: To support a level of interdependence, the robot and child should facilitate
each other’s actions

DG 7: The robot should build and maintain common ground with the child in the
context of the learning assignment

✓ ✓ ✓

DG 8: The robot’s actions should be directable by the child and should be
communicated as such

DG 9: The robot should use appropriate signalling behaviours for the
coordination of joint activities

✓

DG 10: The robot could display emotional responses to learning events ✓ ✓ ✓

DG 11: The robot could offer emotional support ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

DG 12: The robot could show prosocial behaviour

DG 13: The robot could engage with the child in activities beyond learning ✓

DG 14: The robot could attempt to elicit explanations from the child ✓ ✓

our recommendations and design guidelines and we reflect
on how children interacted (socially) with these variants dur-
ing empirical studies. This will allow us to take a first step
towards showing the potential value of our design guidelines
for producing robots that are capable of supporting children’s
inquiry learning. Table 4 shows the specific design guidelines
implemented in each variant of our CAL system.

7.1 Technical Setup

A platform for implementing the recommendations and
design guidelines outlined in the previous section requires
several (technical and pedagogical) components to be in
place. Firstly, there must be an inquiry learning assignment
and embodied learning materials that are suitable for the
target user group. Secondly, there must be pedagogically
appropriate exercises for the assignment. Thirdly, there must
be a dialogue that can be made socially and educationally
aware (i.e. using sensors for the child and task materials).
Finally, there must be appropriate feedback and scaffolding
to be offered to the child.

The modular architecture of the EASEL project was used
as a foundation for our base CAL system [57]. This base
CAL system setup consists of the following components: (1)
dialogue manager; (2) sensors; (3) embodied learning mate-
rials; (4) social robot; and (5) tablet user interface. Figure 3

Fig. 3 A typical setup of our CAL system: (A) a child, (B) a robot, (C)
a tablet device, and (D) embodied learning materials
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depicts a typical setup of our base CAL system (note that
computer hardware is hidden from the user where possible).

The dialogue manager forms the heart of our CAL system
that ties together the various components. It is responsible for
controlling the flow of the interaction between child, robot,
and learning materials, and enables our CAL system to be
responsive to the child. The dialogue manager uses sensors
(or Wizard of Oz input) to follow the child’s interactions
with the robot and their progression through the learning
assignment. This information is then used to determine an
appropriate response from the CAL system according to the
rules defined in our dialogue models. We use an Information
State Update-based dialogue manager: dialogue models are
specified in an early version of Flipper 2.0 [73] as a collection
of rules and effects that are matched against an information
state.

Data from external sensors is collected via network con-
nections and incorporated into the information state. Such
sensors are used to collect data about how the user inter-
acts with the system. On the one hand, they measure social
aspects of the child-robot interaction (e.g. proxemics). On
the other hand, sensors can detect the child’s actions with the
embodied learning materials.

The embodied learning materials are based on existing
inquiry learning principles and involve the exploration of
physics phenomena. For example,wehave built balance tasks
to enable children to explore the moment of force and ramp
tasks with which children explore principles of rolling resis-
tance and potential energy. In early versions we usedWizard
of Oz techniques to emulate detection of user interactions
with the learning materials. Later versions of our CAL sys-
tem used embedded sensors to automatically detect the state
of the learning materials and the child’s actions [22].

Our CAL system uses RoboKind’s R25 Zeno.4 robot to
offer social support to the learner. Zeno’s face can show
simple facial expressions (such as smiling, gasping, cry-
ing, and frowning) and it can perform rudimentary gaze
shifts. The robot can use either prerecorded speech phrases
or a Text-To-Speech (TTS) system, both of which include a
form of lip-synchronisation. Unfortunately, although Zeno’s
arms can be used for rough, imprecise movements, they do
not have sufficient degrees of freedom for accurate point-
ing or gesturing. The robot’s behaviours are specified in
BehaviourMarkupLanguage (BML) [42]which is translated
by ASAPRealizer [58] into robot-specific control primitives.

Finally, the CAL system uses a tablet interface to display
task instructions. The tablet can display text, images, and but-
tons. Childrenmay provide their answers to tasks through the
tablet. Their answers are then passed to the dialoguemanager,
enabling the robot to respond accordingly.

4 Robokind: https://www.robokind.com/.

The CAL system base setup was used in four variants as
described in the following sections. Each variant focused on
implementing specific aspects of the educational interaction,
for which we designed specific tasks and robot behaviours
according to our design guidelines. For each variant we
first briefly describe the underlying rationale and highlight
the relevant design guidelines. Then, we present how the
design guidelines influenced the implementation of the spe-
cific tasks and behaviours. Finally, where applicable, we
reflect on insights from semi-structured interviews and on
our anecdotal observations of educational, collaborational,
and relational behaviours exhibited by children interacting
with the robot and learning assignment.

7.2 Variant I: A Robot that Stimulates Explanatory
Behaviours

From our observations of how children progressed through
our inquiry learning assignment we found that children more
frequently displayed practical actions than behaviours asso-
ciated with cognitive learning processes. Therefore, we set
out to implement a CAL system to stimulate the cognitive
inquiry learning processes of hypothesising and conclud-
ing.5 Our main rationale was to design a social robot that
offered social facilitation to leverage the interactive explana-
tion paradigm [56].

The following primary design choices were implemented
to support this paradigm. We explicitly presented the robot
to take on a certain role in relation to the child.6 On the
one hand, the robot acted as a less knowledgeable other7

regarding the principles of balance: (1) the robot was given
a background story and was introduced as being curious to
investigate the concept of balance together with child (i.e.
the robot offered no explicit content scaffolding); (2) it asked
open questions at appropriate times during the inquiry phases
in which the child formulates a hypothesis or draws a con-
clusion, inviting the child to give an explanation8; and (3) it
gazed towards the child when asking questions to strengthen
the social facilitation (audience effect), inviting the child to
give more elaborate and deeper explanations. On the other
hand, the robot acted as amore knowledgeable other9 regard-
ing the inquiry process: (1) as part of the robot’s background
story it was introduced as having experience in researching

5 Recommendation 4—The robot should stimulate the cognitive pro-
cesses of inquiry learning.
6 DG 2: A robot should explicitly take on a certain role.
7 DG 3: A robot operating in the role of differently knowledgeable
or less knowledgeable other could leverage the interactive explanation
paradigm.
8 DG 14: The robot could attempt to elicit explanations from the child.
9 DG 4: A robot operating in the role of a more knowledgeable other
could offer tutoring to the learner.
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physics phenomena; and (2) it could offer more elaborate
explanations regarding the steps of the inquiry cycle (i.e. the
robot offered explicit process scaffolding).

In addition, the following supplementary design choices
were implemented throughout the interaction. Firstly, the
robot emulated attentive gaze by following the child’s inter-
actions with the tablet and learning materials.10 Secondly,
it emulated mutual gaze and displayed emotions at particu-
lar moments in the interaction.11 For example, just when the
balance tipped to either side during the experiment phase, the
robot would gaze towards the child and smile. Thirdly, the
robot used didactic gaze to emphasise aspects of the learning
materials.12 For example, it would gaze towards the tablet as
new instructions appeared and would briefly gaze towards
the balance when explaining or reading task instructions
aloud. Finally, the robot offered supportive encouragement
and feedback as children progressed through the assign-
ment.13 For example, it praised the child’s progress (e.g.
“Well done!”) and it always offeredpositive feedbackwithout
judging the child’s performance (e.g. “That’s interesting!”
when hearing their explanations, regardless of whether they
were correct).

Themain studywas conductedwith children of 5–10 years
old and its results are reported elsewhere asWijnen et al. [75].
Herewe reflect on the types of behaviours thatwe anecdotally
observed, and discuss them in light of our ECR model.

On the educational level, we observed children giving
rich explanations to the robot. This is interesting as it lends
potential credence to a less knowledgeable robot as social
facilitator to support the interactive explanation paradigm.
Additionally, we found indications that children might have
appreciated the process support of the robot; they would
often request additional help and explanations from the robot
when they didn’t understand particular steps of the task, and
younger children (who might not yet be proficient readers)
often asked the robot to read tasks out loud. These observa-
tions were further supported by our exit interviews, during
which some children described how the robot helped them
during the tasks while others mentioned that they explained
the tasks to the robot.

On the collaborational level, we anecdotally observed
instances where children asked the robot to give its own
input, thoughts, and interpretations to the task (e.g. “What
is your opinion about this, robot?”). Additionally, we found
that some children seemed to dislike the robot’s repetitive

10 DG 7: The robot should build and maintain common ground with
the child in the context of the learning assignment.
11 DG 10: The robot could display emotional responses to learning
events.
12 DG 1: The robot could use the physical learning materials to supple-
ment its scaffolding.
13 DG 11: The robot could offer emotional support.

instructions.Due to its prescripted dialoguemodels, the robot
would repeat the same instructions across different tasks
when scaffolding the inquiry learning process. However,
some children may have been annoyed by this repetition,
as they stated that they already knew the order of the steps
after the first task. Others seemingly took offence that the
robot would “warn them” about following task instructions
even though they had never once deviated from the task and
always followed the instructions meticulously. More adap-
tive dialogue models could take the child’s past actions into
account when offering process support. For example, by
only issuing elaborate instructions and reminders when first
encountering new steps, or when children repeatedly skip
certain steps.

7.3 Variant II: A Robot that Engages in
Extracurricular Activities

In this variant we were interested in supporting interactions
on the relational level.14 From our observations of child-
child interactions we found that children displayed mutually
positive social emotions when they engaged in extracurricu-
lar activities. To stimulate such behaviours when interacting
with the robot we implemented an additional activity besides
the learning assignment.

This variant built upon the same robot, interaction, and
learning assignment as in Variant I; as a result, it addressed
the same design guidelines. The primary design effort in this
variant, however, was focused on developing an additional
intermediate extracurricular activity15. During this (hope-
fully) fun and engaging activity, child and robot attempted
to make the same dance-like movements with their arms
and legs. This shared experience was expected to influ-
ence how children perceive the robot on a social level. The
robot would encourage the child to do their best, but would
also mention that it is unable to perform all the movements
itself.

This exploratory study was conducted with children of
5–11 years old. The main results are reported elsewhere
in [21]. Here, we briefly reflect on our anecdotal observa-
tions of behaviours on the relational level. Firstly, we found
indications that children seemed to enjoy the extracurricu-
lar activity with the robot, as we annotated more smiling
during and after the activity. Secondly, through exploratory
semi-structured interviews and picture association tasks we
attempted to gather insights regarding how the children per-
ceived the robot on a social level. These highly speculative

14 Recommendation 3—Designing relational behaviours: The robot
should work towards building and maintaining a positive social rela-
tionship with the child.
15 DG 13: The robot could engage with the child in activities beyond
learning.
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results seem to suggest that children considered the robot to
be a social agent of sorts, of a similar age to themselves.
In their descriptions of the robot most children mentioned
that they thought it could be their friend, and they would
describe hobbies, activities, and games they would like to do
with the robot. Most children indicated they would like to sit
next to the robot in class and that they would feel comfort-
able to entrust the robot with a secret. Finally, some children
indicated that they were amused that they were able to do
things that the robot could not. Others mentioned they were
impressed by the robot’s overall skill, in both the learning
assignment and the dancing activity.

7.4 Variant III: A Robot that Automatically Offers
Appropriate Scaffolding

Variant I and Variant II used prescripted fixed-pattern scaf-
folds that were triggered based on Wizard of Oz input.
However, to support a fully autonomous interaction, the robot
must be able to recognise atwhich point in time it should offer
which type of support to the child. Therefore, we focused
on automatically generating appropriate content and process
scaffolding based on sensors in the learning materials.16

The learning materials were replaced with sensorised
versions that used simple embedded sensors and an over-
head camera to automatically measure the tilt of the balance
(left/right/centered) and the location of pots (which weight
on which pin) and supporting blocks (present/removed). The
simple sensors captured the state of the materials regarding
these aspects with an accuracy of 96%. The system used a
screen to display tasks and children entered their answers by
pressing physical buttons. The Zeno robot was replaced with
a simplified static robot embodiment (a plastic teddy bear)
to encourage children to focus primarily on its scaffolding
behaviours as opposed to its social behaviours and appear-
ance. Based on sensor data and the child’s button presses, the
robot would recognise which step of the inquiry cycle chil-
dren were in. It would then automatically offer appropriate
scaffolding and feedback. The robot was explicitly presented
to the child as a more knowledgeable other that would help
them complete the assignment.17 Within that role it offered
two forms of scaffolding.18 Firstly, it offered process scaf-
folding by strictly monitoring and enforcing the task struc-
ture, and by issuing reminders if children skipped steps or
forgot task instructions. Secondly, it offered content scaffold-
ing by providing simplified analogies to the children when
they were unable to formulate hypotheses or conclusions.

16 Recommendation 1—Designing educational behaviours: The robot
should offer adequate content support and process support.
17 DG 2: A robot should explicitly take on a certain role.
18 DG 4: A robot operating in the role of a more knowledgeable other
could offer tutoring to the learner.

Additionally, it offered motivating, supportive, and friendly
feedback while children progressed through the task.19

The systemwas testedwith children of 5–10years old. The
design of the sensorised learning materials and correspond-
ing scaffolding behaviour was presented as part of Davison
et al. [22]. Here we present the relevant results from semi-
structured interviews.

Regarding the educational level, children mentioned that
the robot’s support helped them judge the outcome of the
tasks. They also mentioned that the robot helped them con-
centrate on the task and offered them useful instructions,
explanations, and feedback.

Regarding the relational level, children praised the robot’s
niceness and his motivational and social support. Further-
more, we conducted an exploratory content analysis of their
descriptions of the robot. We speculate that the robot’s pos-
itive feedback and encouragement gave children a sense of
achievement and success while progressing through chal-
lenges.

7.5 Variant IV: A Robot for Longitudinal in-the-Wild
Deployment

Using the sensorised learning materials from Variant III we
designed a learning intervention that could be deployed in an
unsupervisedmanner in classrooms over extended periods of
time. For this purpose, we focused on designing dialogues
and behaviours that were robust enough for the robot to
autonomously interact with the child without intervention
or assistance from a researcher.

This variant was achieved by combining the Zeno robot’s
social repertoire from Variant I with the autonomous sen-
sors and scaffolding from Variant III. The primary aim was
to offer tailored emotional support and encouragement to
the child as they progressed through several assignments of
increasing difficulty.20

Most supplementary design choices were adopted from
Variant I and were modified to work autonomously where
necessary. Additionally, to signal that it could see and inter-
pretwhat the childwas doing, the robotwould gaze reactively
towards the child’s actions as they manipulated the learning
materials.21 Finally, we made the system more robust so that
it could be used unsupervised, in a real classroom setting.
On the one hand, we simplified somewhat the interaction
repertoire of the robot. For instance, it no longer asked for
verbal explanations, but instead asked children to select their
hypotheses, observations, and conclusions from a multiple-
choice list on a tablet interface. On the other hand, we added

19 DG 11: The robot could offer emotional support.
20 DG 11: The robot could offer emotional support.
21 DG 9: The robot should use appropriate signalling behaviours for
the coordination of joint activities.
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more variety to the exercises and gave childrenmore freedom
in how they could go through them. For instance, children
could skip or repeat certain steps of the inquiry cycle as
they preferred. In such cases the system reminded them
about the proper order but did not necessarily prevent them
from continuing.

This variant was deployed during a 4-month study in a
classroom with 6–10 year old children. The results of this
are still being analysed; we hope that they will show that the
CAL system that we built up in the first three variants con-
tributed to a varied, socially rich, and engaging interaction
between the robot and the participating children.

8 Limitations and FutureWork

In our contextual analysis we observed 22 children learning
together in pairs in their usual school environment. Due to
the relatively low sample size we may not have gathered an
exhaustive collection of all possible educational, collabora-
tional, and relational interactions. However, we did observe
sufficiently rich and diverse behaviours for the purpose of
specifying our set of relevant design guidelines.

Since the children participating in our contextual analy-
sis all came from a single Dutch school we cannot easily
generalise our results to different cultures. Moreover, our
school followed theMontessori educational system, inwhich
children are quite accustomed to collaborating together on
embodied learning tasks. In particular, older, more knowl-
edgeable children are regularly paired up with their younger,
less knowledgeable classmates. This likely means that we
may have observed different behaviours if we would have
conducted our contextual analysis in schools following
different educational systems. However, the implemented
variants of our CAL system were tested with children from
a wider selection of schools and daycare centres. We did
not observe any behaviours with these children that would
point to our design guidelines being biased towards the
Montessori system.

The design guidelines presented in this paper followed
from observations of 6–9 year old children. Children at
either end of that age group are likely to have differences in
their skills and cognitive development. Our guidelines do not
specifically consider such differences between the younger
and older children in an absolute sense. Instead, they offer
suggestions from a relative point of view; in terms of a more
knowledgeable child with a less knowledgeable partner or
vice versa. Furthermore, we cannot generalise our results to
children, students, or adult learners that fall outside our age
group. In fact, we speculate that such more advanced learn-
ers working on more complex and challenging assignments
would likely benefit from different forms of (social) scaf-
folding. Therefore, designers of learning interventions may

wish to adjust the difficulty of the task or the form of scaf-
folding to better cater to the needs of children in their target
age group.

It is likely that the context and nature of our inquiry
learning assignment has inherently shaped the interactions
that we observed between children. This type of assignment
affords a set of social learning behaviours, that is specific to
inquiry learning contexts. We can therefore not generalise
our recommendations and design guidelines to other types
of learning paradigms.

While children interacted with our robots we anecdotally
observed several types of behaviours that seem to align with
the levels of our ECRmodel. Such anecdotal observations do
not necessarily validate our model or our design guidelines.
However, we speculate that these anecdotal observations do
seem to suggest that children display signs of social learning
while interacting with robots that were implemented accord-
ing to our design guidelines.

In future work we suggest that designers continue to
explore the applicability of our suggested guidelines in other
educational interaction contexts. In particular, we see oppor-
tunities to address aspects of the ECR interactions that we
have not yet investigated. Designing behaviours for more
diverse types of robots may open up opportunities for other
types of interactions. Our humanoid robot Zeno, for exam-
ple, was unable to physically manipulate learning materials.
Most of the collaborational interactions that we designed
were therefore limited to gaze-shifts and speech. A robot
with a different embodiment could be designed to make
use of more intricate forms of collaborational behaviours.
For example, a robot capable of manipulating and hand-
ing over physical objects (e.g. [32]) may be designed to
facilitate joint actions in an interdependent task22 and show
prosocial actions towards collaborators.23 Additionally, in
several of our design guidelines wemade suggestions related
to the background story of the robot. Although we did not
explore this aspect in detail, we found that children would
occasionally make references to the background story of
the robot or would use their imagination to describe such
a story. For example, after playing with Variant II of our sys-
tem (where children did an extracurricular dancing activity
with the robot) they would imagine all sorts of other activ-
ities that the robot could do. We imagine that a robot could
self-disclose its own background story as the interaction pro-
gresses (e.g. see the ALIZ-E project [70]) and may leverage
this to disclose its own experiences and goals to the child.24

22 DG 6: To support a level of interdependence, the robot and child
should facilitate each other’s actions.
23 DG 12: The robot could show prosocial behaviour.
24 DG 5: To express an intention for collaboration, the robot should
disclose its own goals and should discuss task objectives, strategies,
and joint actions.
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In future work it could be interesting to investigate how such
a background story may influence children’s perceptions of
the robot and how it could shape their collaboration efforts.
Finally, in our various CAL system variants we created dia-
logue models that would generate appropriate feedback and
scaffolding. However, our models were not yet fully adap-
tive to individual children’s needs and preferences. During
interviews we found indications that some children would
have liked the robot’s help to be less repetitive and preachy.
To address this, future dialogue models could offer more
personalised scaffolding. For example, by toning down the
amount of instructions when a child performs well on a cer-
tain repetitive task.

9 Conclusion

This paper presented a contextual analysis from which we
derived recommendations and design guidelines for design-
ing educational social robot interventions.

First, we discussed underlying pedagogical literature and
constructed the ECRmodel as a lens to look at three types of
social learning interactions: (1) Educational interactions, (2)
Collaborational interactions, and (3) Relational interactions,
and we discussed related work on educational HRI.

Following this, we conducted a contextual analysis. We
observed 11 pairs of real learners in a school while they were
workingonour specific collaborative inquiry learning assign-
ment and learning materials. The video recordings of these
sessions were annotated regarding the three ECR types of
social interaction.These annotationswere analysed to answer
our first research question, “Which typical behaviours and
social interactions do we identify in learners working with
our assignment and how do these behaviours align with the-
ory?”. We found that our children often behaved as more-
or less knowledgeable partners relative to each other while
they worked together. In those roles they would scaffold
each other’s learning process by thinking aloud, by elicit-
ing or offering explanations, and by agreeing or disagreeing
with each other. Furthermore, we found that children coor-
dinated their joint actions by taking turns, discussing goals
and plans, and aligning their progress. When doing so, chil-
dren would often signal their intentions verbally or through
gaze and gestures. Misalignment of actions, goals, or task
progress were often explicitly corrected verbally or non-
verbally by either child. As they progressed through the
assignment, the children showed signs of social bonding
by displaying both positive and negative mutual emotions.
These observed behaviours were aligned along the three lev-
els of our ECR model.

We also analysed the same data regarding the physical and
cognitive behaviours that children expressed in the various
phases of the inquiry learning cycle, to answer the second

research question, “How do children progress through the
various phases of our learning assignment and do the types
of learning behaviour they exhibit vary with these phases?”.
These analyses showed that our learners displayed a rich
repertoire of behaviours and social interactions across all
three types, but they were predominantly engaged in activ-
ities of a practical nature (i.e. preparation, experimentation,
and observation), whereas the more cognitive activities (i.e.
hypothesis generation and conclusion)were less pronounced.

Then, we looked at the third research question, “What are
opportunities for social robot interventions in regard to inter-
action patterns, specific behaviours and roles, to contribute
to the child’s learning in our assignment?”. To answer this,
we used the above results to derive four generic high-level
recommendations and fourteen concrete design guidelines
for when and how a social robot may have a meaningful
contribution to the learning process. These design guidelines
can be used as a foundation for developing social robots that
can navigate the various ECR types of interaction with the
purpose of supporting a child’s learning process.

Finally,wediscussed four implemented variants of aCom-
puter Aided Learning (CAL) system in which we translated
our design guidelines into concrete robot behaviours. We
briefly reflected on anecdotal behaviours that we observed
from children interacting with the various variants of our
CAL system. In doing so, we have taken the first steps
towards showing the potential value of our design guide-
lines for producing robots capable of supporting children’s
inquiry learning.
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